PROUDLY PRESENTS
NAVARRA
Navarra is folk music with a nerve of city pulse and a longing for
morning light. It’s energy-laden folk groove and a gentle comfort on
a rainy day. I ljusningen is the band’s third and much-awaited album.
For almost a decade, Navarra has performed nationally and
internationally and their music has reached the hearts of an
enthusiastic audience. They are known as innovators of their
genre and as a fiery live act, creating an almost magical
atmosphere between band and audience.
I ljusningen (At dawn) gives us folk music with Navarra’s
unmistakable energy and joyous interplay but there are also
songs that really stretch the concept of folk music. A sister
from Somalia, music from the deep forests of Värmland,
telephone salesmen and a longing great as the moon all have
a natural place when Navarra’s music takes shape. Lyrics
with a deep and personal imagery are given color and form in
accurate compositions. Arvid Kästel’s groovy folk music piano
and Erika Risinger’s virtuoso violin playing rest firmly on a
creative and confident drum play by Carl Johan Groth. Sofia
Kunze’s warm voice naturally weaves into the whole with
nerve and expressiveness. At dawn, just as the sun breaks
through the veil of night, we find Navarra’s magical world.
INFO
Artist: Navarra
Title: I ljusningen
Releasedate: 2019-09-13
Catalog no: KAKACD038
Label: Kakafon Records
Distribution: Naxos Sweden
Recommended tracks for radio:
Inga vindar (track 6, 4:23)
Två steg (track1, 3:19)
Fågeln (track 3, 3:57)
Snön faller (track 2, 3:35)

Arvid Kästel – piano, music and lyrics
Sofia Kunze – vocals, music and lyrics
Erika Risinger – violin
Carl-Johan Groth – drums
Recording/mix: Johannes Lundberg, Studio Epidemin 2018
Mastering: Hans Olsson Brookes
Artwork: Marit Lissdaniels
Releasetour (SE):
14/9 · Konstepidemin Göteborg
26/9 · Missionskyrkan, Sala
13/10 · Palladium, Malmö
18/10 · Kulturcentrum, Sandviken
19/10 · Sigtunastiftelsen, Sigtuna
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